
SKILLS CHECKLIST 1 - SAFETY 
Rider can perform the basic skills required for safety and control when prompted with TAGpoints. 

 
STANDING 
SAFETY 

❏ Lateral Flexion: Rider anchors rein on upper thigh and free hand against pommel. Rider maintains their 
safety alignment and releases when the horse is still. Horse doesn’t need to touch stirrup or foot with 
nose, but there should be an obvious bend around towards the rider’s foot. 

❏ Horse stands on a loose rein for 10 seconds. 
RIDER POSITION: Rider understands terms, can fix themselves when corrected. 

❏ Neutral pelvis and spine 
❏ Ear, shoulder, hip, heel alignment 
❏ Heels down 

❏ Neutral elbows and pinkies 
❏ Hands in front of saddle 

REIN POSITIONS AND REIN MANAGEMENT: Rider understand terms and can change to each position 
smoothly. 

❏ One hand with contact 
❏ One hand with a drape 
❏ Smooth transitions between 

❏ Two hands with contact 
❏ Two hands with a drape 
❏ Smooth transitions between 

HORSE POSITION: 
❏ Micro Lateral Flexion: Rider can bend horse so they can just see the horse’s eye. 
❏ Head Down: Horse shows the beginning of an inclination to lower the head and neck when rider does 

Micro Lateral Flexion from side to side. 
FOOTWORK 

❏ BACKING: Rider can back horse several steps while keeping the hands in front of the saddle. 
❏ MOVE THE FRONT FEET: Rider can move the front feet over several steps with hands in front of the 

saddle. Rider knows how to stop forward motion and use Direct rein if necessary (they don’t need to 
know the technical term). 

❏ Rider escalates tactfully  in 3’s with outside leg, using sequence of Squeeze, Smooch, Bump. 
❏ MOVE THE HIND FEET: Rider can move the hind feet over several steps with the hands in front of the 

saddle. Rider can stop forward motion and use Indirect Rein of Opposition if necessary (they don’t need 
to know the technical term). 

❏ Rider escalates tactfully in 3’s with inside leg, using sequence of Squeeze, Smooch, Bump. 
PATTERNS 

❏ Rider escalates tactfully in 3’s for forward motion, using sequence of Squeeze, Smooch, Bump, Rope. 
❏ POINT TO POINT: Rider can guide horse from point A to point B, with the hands in front of the saddle, 

stopping fairly straight and backing up at each destination. 
❏ DOT TO DOT: Rider can guide horse around points, with the hands in front of the saddle and staying 

within a few feet of points. 


